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#1 Best Free Keyword Research Tool For 2020!
Tired of overpriced keyword research tools? Looking for a 100% free way to get keyword search data and SEO difficulty scores? This video reveals the best kw tool.
I have published an updated keyword research video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-LYWKIqkOk
Whether you are a blogger or SEO specialist, you need to have access to keyword search volumes and difficulty scores so you can make intelligent and data-driven decisions for your search engine optimization campaigns.
Since keywords everywhere is no longer free, this is the best keywords everywhere alternative.
This video is an update to my 2019 free keyword research video found here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zjrM_Y2r3g
Personally, I still use a paid keyword tool as my preferred tool which you can see in action here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOou986Tk1E
there is a corresponding step-by-step keyword research guide here:
 https://www.milesbeckler.com/how-to-do-keyword-research/
If you want help finding keywords for YouTube, this tutorial is for you: https://www.milesbeckler.com/find-youtube-tags-keywords-with-tubebuddy/
once you have your keyword researchyou will need to learn how to write keyword focused content for SEO fast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDl16D71riQ
This video above teaches you how to go from the keyword idea and intent you get from the research process and then what to do with it…
specifically, how to build out an outline and a high ranking blog post based on the ideas Google gives you from your target keyword
And then you will need to learn how to layout your posts so they are optimized for search which I teach in this learn SEO video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8EI6JaFbv4
in this video, you’re going to learn how to do keyword research for free.
You’re going to get to follow along and see exactly how to use the #1 best free keyword research tool available today, and ultimately you’re going to get everything you need to be more effective with your content marketing and your search engine optimization strategy.
The simplest way to start is by just going into the search bar and typing in a keyword phrase based on something you’re looking for. So I’ve got a few examples down here and we’re gonna start with best kitchen knife.
Now this is, you know, if I’m doing a, an affiliate blog, if I’m a mom blogger who does a lot about cooking and recipes, this is where I’m going to go.
This is that next video that I’m talking about. I’ve got five separate keyword suggestion tools that blow the doors off of this. Um, it’s probably good to just sign in and get it since you’re using this tool, but be sure to subscribe so you get that next video. Now, the first thing you see right up top is a search volume. Though. The reason you want to pay attention to the search volume when you’re doing content marketing is if you title your blog, posts your videos correctly, they’re going to be in alignment with what people are searching. If you title them incorrectly, that means no one’s gonna be able to find what you’re doing because you simply chose the phrase that no one’s actually searching. So that’s the first metric we’re paying attention to here is what is the actual search volume and then there’s the S E O difficulty.
Now the SEO difficulty is an organic number. The pay difficulty is obviously paper click. This is obviously the cost per click and the SEO difficulty is the other factor that you want to keep in mind. So you’re always playing a little bit of a mental balance game. You want high search volume, but you also want low keyword difficulty or low SEO difficulty as he calls it here. And then he gives you a little heads up that the average page ranks has 51 backlinks and a domain score of 79 now he doesn’t exactly say how he calculates the difficulty and the domain score, which is one of my challenges and why the paid premium tool that I still personally use. They give me more insight so I can get a little bit more surgical with my data to know what I need to do to overtake the competition.
But this is great if you’re on a budget, if you don’t have 50 bucks a month to invest in a proper tool, this is a great place to go. Now we searched down in the bottom and you’re going to see he has additional keywords suggested here, but they’re all extremely similar and that’s one of the flaws of this tool is how similar they are. Now you notice right here on keyword ideas, these tabs on the right will actually bring you more keyword suggestions. So I just went from suggestions to related and they’re still very similar. Okay, we get best kitchen knife sharpener at this point, but then we can get into the questions and these questions are related to the best kitchen knife. So who makes the best kitchen knives? But if you notice the keyword volume, we’re down pretty low at this point for still having a relatively high SEO difficulty score.

	
After seeing this video "#1 Best Free Keyword Research Tool For 2020!", here are some suggestions from the store:
	




 Source video. Follow the youtuber for more.
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